An introduction to contingent (closed-loop) brain electrical stimulation for seizure blockage, to ultra-short-term clinical trials, and to multidimensional statistical analysis of therapeutic efficacy.
Automated seizure blockage is a top research priority of the American Epilepsy Society. This delivery modality (referred to herein as contingent or closed loop) requires for implementation a seizure detection algorithm for control of delivery of therapy via a suitable device. The authors address the many potential advantages of this modality over conventional alternatives (periodic or continuous), and the challenges it poses in the design and analysis of trials to assess efficacy and safety-in the particular context of direct delivery of electrical stimulation to brain tissue. The experimental designs of closed-loop therapies are currently limited by ethical, technical, medical, and practical considerations. One type of design that has been used successfully in an in-hospital "closed-loop" trial using subjects undergoing epilepsy surgery evaluation as their own controls is discussed in detail. This design performs a two-way comparison of seizure intensity, duration, and extent of spread between the control (surgery evaluation) versus the experimental phase, and, within the experimental phase, between treated versus untreated seizures. The proposed statistical analysis is based on a linear model that accounts for possible circadian effects, changes in treatment protocols, and other important factors such as change in seizure probability. The analysis is illustrated using seizure intensity as one of several possible end points from one of the subjects who participated in this trial. In-hospital ultra-short-term trials to assess safety and efficacy of closed-loop delivery of electrical stimulation for seizure blockage are both feasible and valuable.